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DISCUS THROW: How to Train DISCUS THROW: How to Train 
Your Eyes to Enhance the Good Your Eyes to Enhance the Good 
and Correct the Badand Correct the Bad
David Dumble
Arizona State University

Enhancing the Good and Enhancing the Good and 
Correcting the BadCorrecting the Bad

� Are they the same thing?
� Is it just a mindset? 
� Should you comment on both after the 

throw?

� This is the art of Coaching!

Assessing The BadAssessing The Bad

� Assess the Cause not the Result
◦ Why did the discus have a wobbly flight?
◦ Why did the thrower foot foul?
◦ Why didn’t the discus go as far?

� The Athlete can’t change the Result 
without changing the Cause.

What Is Bad?What Is Bad?

� Know the technical model.
� Understand the physics of the throw.
◦ What forces are at play during each 

phase of the throw?
◦ What should the athlete be doing in each 

position?

Correcting the BadCorrecting the Bad

� Coach from the back of the ring 
forward.
◦ Domino effect
◦ Many problems upon release are created 

during the entry.

Assessing The ThrowAssessing The Throw

� Balance
� Positions and Alignment of the Feet
� Orbit of the Discus
� Rhythm
� Timing
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BalanceBalance

� The athlete must have balance to 
produce force.

� Alignment, Posture, Eyes Level, 
Shoulders Level, Hips Level
� The athlete must learn how to move 

across the ring on balance.
� The lower body must move the whole 

body, allowing the upper body to be in 
a position to deliver implement.

PositionsPositions

� The athlete must work to improve the 
quality of their positions in order to be 
more efficient and create more force.

� Hip to Shoulder Separation, Discus to 
Shoulder Separation, Posture, 
Direction of Feet, Orbit of Implement

RhythmRhythm

� Rhythm of the throw
� Rhythm of the implement
◦ Up and Down (Orbit)
◦ Feeling the implement

� When to work and when to be patient

TimingTiming

� Timing is when the movements are 
executed at the perfect time during the 
throw.

� Very small details
� Repetitions with good rhythm develop 

throws with great timing.

Training Your EyesTraining Your Eyes

� Practice watching film with a specific 
purpose.
◦ Watch for balance
◦ Watch for positions
◦ Watch for rhythm
◦ Watch for cause and result

Training Your EyesTraining Your Eyes

� Watch thousands of throws of top 
throwers.

� Watch hundreds of throws from one 
specific thrower.

� Continue to reference videos 
throughout the season. You will catch 
new things every time.

� Sometimes watch for specific 
positions, other times watch the 
overall throw for rhythm and tempo.
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Li Li YanfengYanfeng 65.50m65.50m Robert Robert HartingHarting 68.95m 68.95m 

Enhancing the GoodEnhancing the Good

� Enhancing good motions has a lot to 
do with understanding how to teach 
your athletes and how they learn 
correct motions.

� Repetitions must be Quality not 
Distance

� Range throwing
◦ Throwing at 85- 92.5% of distance of PR
◦ Better perception and feel of the throw

Learning Skilled MovementsLearning Skilled Movements

� Drills are a great teaching tool.
� Athletes can learn and feel correct 

movements easier.

� Types of Drills
◦ Partial movement Vs. Full movement
◦ Slower tempo movements

Coaching the ThrowCoaching the Throw

� Assess the major problem with the 
throw.

� Trace it back to the cause.
� Let the athlete know the flaw, but also 

how to fix it with the correct motion.
� The athlete can then use their 

understanding and feeling of the 
correct motion in the next throw.

Coaching the ThrowCoaching the Throw

� Give them One thing to work on at a 
time.

� Comment only on this aspect of the 
throw.

� Give them something positive to work 
on.
◦ Don’t do this Vs. Do this

� Different types of learners
◦ Visual Audio Feeling the 

Throw
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Questions?Questions?


